
Items

Type

Access

Coin Dispenser (opt.)

Card Issuing Module (opt.)

Palm Vein Scanner (opt.)

Safe

Dimension 
& 
Weight

Standard

Optional

H68N H68NL H68NLR

Through-the-Wall

Rear

Yes

Yes

Yes

UL 291 Level 1

CENL

Lobby

Front

Yes

Yes

Yes

UL 291 Level 1 

CENL

Lobby

Rear

No

Yes

No

CENL

_

_UL safe

Height: 70.9in. (1800mm)  

Width: 23.6in. (600mm)

Depth: 49.1in. (1248mm)  

Weight: 1389lbs (630kg)

Height: 65.9in. (1674mm)  

Width: 19.3in. (490mm)

Depth: 39.9in. (1013mm)  

Weight: 1311.8lbs (595kg)

CEN L safe

Height: 71.7in. (1820mm)  

Width: 26.4in. (670mm)

Depth: 52.7in. (1339mm)  

Weight: 1915.8lbs (869kg)

Height: 67.1in. (1705mm)  

Width: 22in. (560mm)

Depth: 42.7in. (1084mm)  

Weight: 1845.3lbs (837kg)

Height: 67.1in. (1705mm)  

Width: 22in. (560mm)

Depth: 44.6in. (1132mm)  

Weight: 1821lbs (826kg)

Physical Dimension Installation Dimension

* Options’ combination is subject to GRGBanking advice.  

The H68N series are cutting-edge cash recyclers, which shift heavy counter transactions and frequent 

cash replenishment to self-service and self-replenishment zone. With high capacity, Serial Number 

Tracking technology, biometric authentication and coin dispensing features, they are capable of 

supporting big volume transactions, delivering advanced and reliable service to customers, and 

extending banking channel and value-added service for different scenarios.
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Pentium P4 3.0GHz CPU, standard 2G, max. 4G RAM 

Core2 Duo/P4/PD/ Celeron D (opt.)

250HD, DVD-RW

Display:

-15’’ TFT color LCD with touch screen & 8 Function Keys

-Privacy filter (opt.)

Keypad:

-Tactile 4*4 alphanumeric keypad

-Hypercom V5 keypad (opt.)

-PCI compliant EPP

Card reader:

-Motorized card reader, Hi-Co & Lo-Co track read

-DIP card reader (opt.)

-EMV Level 1 and Level 2 compliant

-Anti-skimming 

-Contactless smart card reader/writer (opt.)

-Card return on power failure

-Retract card capacity: max 30 cards (opt.)

Receipt printer:

-80mm 203DPI graphical thermal printer

-Capture and retract capability

Journal printer (opt.):

-High speed dot matrix journal printer

-USB communication

-Thermal printer (opt.)

Barcode scanner (opt.)

ADA audio: 

-Voice guidance support

-High quality audio headset jack with adjustable volume (opt.)

Small footprint yet versatile functionalities 

minimize total cost of ownership.

Designed for faster and simpler transactions, 

the new series support longer business hours 

and more transactions with high capacity.

Intrinsic security features enhance transaction 

securities.

Large volume of receipt paper roll and less 

maintenance frequency maximize machine 

uptime.

With high capacity and good performance, H68N series process up to 200 

notes/transaction, 8 notes/second and safe keeping 3000 x 4 cassettes' notes. 

Seamless and intelligent cassette exchange between H68N series and other GRG 

deposit machines, delivers cost-effective yet advanced and secure service for 

customers. 

The intelligent and unified cassette in H68N series backs up an end-to-end 

solution (Cash-4-All) to build up a multi-parties’ management platform.

User-friendly design with big screen and voice 

guidance impresses users at the first use and 

makes it stand out from a group of ATMs in 

the self-service zone. 

Certified with global proven security 

standards, GRG provides enhanced multi-layer 

and physical protection solution to minimize 

the risk and fraud and enhance customer 

confidence on security.

Auto-retract receipt printer and privacy filter 

protect customer privacy.

Front, rear and side access make it extremely 

easy for maintenance.

Off-line diagnosis and error graphic guidance 

enable quick problem-shooting. 

The 24/7 ATM diagnosis, monitoring and 

management software solution enables 

administrators to surveillance the whole cash 

circulation process on their PC or mobile and 

take precautionary measures, assuring 

machine maximum uptime.

Featured with the OCR (Optical Character Recognition) technology for cash tracing 

and tracking, H68N series are capable of recording the serial numbers of notes in 

and out of  the machines, providing support of account reconciliation, fraud and 

cash shrinkage management for the financial institutions.

Built-in anti-skimming solution and auto cleaning of sundries in cash slot.

H68N series can deliver value-added service like currency exchange, utility 

payment and coin changes dispensing in many applications to extend banking 
rdchannels, and to generate incomes from 3  party payment solution providers.

Dispensing speed: 8 coins per second

Hopper capacity: 1.86 liter

Flexible configurable to bulk depository, combination of cash depository only,  

dispensing only, cash depository and dispensing or cash recycling, easily 

adjustable to required settings subjecting to local regulations and transaction 

rules in different networks, optimize customization to meet customer 

expectation.

ECB Article 6 compliant, capable of note authentication, sorting and tracking 

subjecting to banks' requirement.
Anti-Skimming Motorized 
Card Reader

PCI EPP with PIN Pad 
Shield

Coin Dispensing Module Palm Vein ScannerBarcode Scanner

Deposit/dispensing speed: 8 notes per second

Up to 4 recycling cassettes and 1 acceptance cassette

Recycling cassette capacity: max. 3000 notes

Acceptance cassette capacity: max. 2000 notes

ECB Article 6 compliantBased on GRG’s over 10 years’ industrial 

experience and cash processing technology, 

GRGBanking has developed the New 

Generation Cash Recycler series, which set 

the new standard of cash processing and 

achieve your present and future strategies 

and expectations. 

Physical:

-Mechanical combination lock 

-Electronic combination lock (opt.)

PCI compliant EPP

EMV Level 1 and Level 2 certified

PIN Pad shield (opt.)

Customer awareness mirror

DVR surveillance system (opt.)

Transaction image capture for surveillance (opt.)

SecOne for software and network security (opt.)

Infrared light scanning of vein pattern

Temperature: Indoor: 32℉(0 ℃) to 104℉(40℃)

                  Outdoor: -31℉(-35℃) to 122℉(50℃)

                                           (with optional heating unit)

Relative humidity: 20% to 95% non-condensing

Standard TCP-IP connection

Dial-up, wireless connection, SNA/SDLC and X.25 (opt.)

10.4’’ LCD service panel with touch screen

Front, rear and side access
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